Abstract-This paper addresses how affective states and social interactions can strengthen learning processes. Using recent insights from Cognitive, Affective and Social Neuroscience it provides a computational model of learning processes, integrating mechanisms for the impact of a person's own emotions on these processes, as well as for the impact of emotions of others. By means of simulation experiments it is shown how these impacts strengthen the learning process. Based on these insights, and the presented computational model, support is provided for designing and testing (in silico) learning environments that enable and promote these impacts.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, learning and technology to support learning are studied for learning at an individual cognitive level, for example, for learning mathematics. More recently the scope has been widened by considering (1) the role of affective states, and (2) the role of social interactions in learning, for example, in relation to collaboration in groups [10, 20, 2, 23] . In parallel with these developments, in the areas of Cognitive, Affective and Social Neuroscience recently more has become known about mechanisms for the interaction of affective and cognitive states, and how in a social context these states of one individual affect the corresponding states in another individual; e.g., [9, 19, 25, 30] .
The aim of this paper is to discuss how these mechanisms can be used to describe the role of affective states in specific types of learning processes in a social context, in line, for example, with the perspective advocated in [20, 21, 22] . A computational approach will be used to analyse how affective states contribute to effectiveness of a learning process, and thereby create a personal and emotionally grounded experience for the learner. To increase learning effects, a learner has to experience responsibility for own choices and actions (ownership or agency), and more generally feel involved in and attached to the elements in a learning process. To achieve this, experiencing affective states and becoming aware of them in a reflective manner form an important part of a learning process. In particular, this may concern an affective state related to valuing a specific option for how to address an issue (or problem) before deciding to choose for it. Moreover, it may concern feeling satisfaction (or lack thereof) about a chosen approach after it was executed to address the issue. These feelings may provide emotionally grounded prior and retrospective awareness of such options, and thus may strengthen learning by reinforcing choices with positive evaluation.
In a social context co-learners do not only interact in a cognitive sense but also by transferring affective states. Facilitating on the one hand the experience and exchange of emotions, and on the other hand stimulating awareness of these emotions, is an important basis for emotionally grounded forms of reflection and can make an essential contribution to the learning In this paper, first the role of affective states in specific types of learning processes is discussed based on recent insights in Cognitive Neuroscience (Section 2). Next, from achievements in Social Neuroscience it is discussed how in a social context affective states of different persons have impact on each other (Section 3). It is then discussed how reflection influences decision making (Section 4). Further analysis is done using a computational approach and a dynamical model that specifies how these elements affect learning processes (Section 5). This is illustrated in more detail by presenting results of simulation experiments (Section 6). The paper concludes with a discussion on the presented work (Section 7).
II. AFFECTIVE STATES IN A LEARNING PROCESS
For further analysis, in this paper learning processes are considered in which a learner learns to choose between certain options (for actions or behaviours) to address a specific issue, for example, to solve a problem or to undertake a certain action. Affective states play an important role in specific processes such as:
x valuing different options before choosing one of them x experiencing a certain level of satisfaction when a chosen option leads to a state in accordance with the learner's goals x experiencing a certain level of prior and retrospective awareness of behavioural choices made (self-control, reflection) x feeling adequate levels of self-confidence and motivation Recent developments in Cognitive Neuroscience have revealed mechanisms behind the generation and contagion of such affective states, and the roles they play in other mental processes, among which the ones mentioned above. In this section they will be briefly reviewed.
A. Self-control and retrospection in relation to awareness
When actions or behaviours are generated, usually different options are prepared, among which a choice has to be made, and to one of which ownership or commitment has to be developed. Recent neurological literature reports on the mechanisms responsible for developing awareness of an action (e.g., [25, 35] ). In this literature a distinction is made between awareness prior to execution, among others based on prediction of effects of a prepared action, and retrospective awareness, for which in addition the monitored execution of the action and the sensed actual effects play an important role (e.g., [25, 34] ). Prior awareness plays an important role in self-control, i.e., controlling the actual execution of an action. Retrospective awareness plays an important role in reflection on one's own functioning in order to learn from the consequences of choices made for the future by adapting valuations of these options.
One of the issues that play an important role for awareness of actions, is internal simulation as a means for prediction of the (expected) effects of a prepared action (e.g., [16, 38] ). The idea behind internal simulation is that in a certain context (which may cover sensed aspects of the external world, but also internal aspects such as the own goals and attitudes) preparation states for actions or bodily changes are activated, which, through prediction links, in turn activate other sensory representation states. The latter states represent the effects of the prepared actions or bodily changes, without actually having executed them. Being inherently cyclic, the simulation process can go on in an arbitrary depth. The notion of internal simulation has a longer tradition, and has been put forward, among others, for prediction of effects of one's own prepared motor actions [5] , imagination [18] , processes in a person's own body related to emotional responding (as-if body loops [8, 9] ), and recognition or reading another person's mind [15] . If the predicted effects of a prepared action are valued as satisfactory (prior valuation), this may entail a 'go' decision for the actual execution of the action option, thus exerting control over action execution. In contrast, predicted effects valued as less satisfactory may lead to a 'no go' decision.
Over the years the idea has developed that retrospective action awareness is based on some form of co-occurrence of predicted effects and sensed actual effects, traditionally described by a 'comparator model'; e.g., [12, 36] . More recently it has been found that the predicted effect and the sensed actual effect are in fact not compared but added to each other in some integration process; e.g., [25, 35] .
B. The role of emotions in prior and restrospective valuing
Both the valuing of options before deciding a behaviour, as well as in retrospect after a choice was made, have a strong emotional component. In recent neurological literature this has been studied in relation to a notion of value as represented in the amygdala [3, 4, 26, 29] . In opting for a particular behaviour, experiences with the environment (from the past) play an important role. By a retrospective process, in learning processes the valuations (and their related emotions) of behaviour options are adapted to the experiences, so that the decision making is adapted to the environment as reflected in these past experiences. In humans parts of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and other brain areas such as hippocampus, basal ganglia, and hypothalamus have extensive, often bidirectional connections with the amygdala [14, 26, 31] . A role of amygdala activation has been found in various processes involving emotional aspects [27] . Usually emotional responses are triggered by stimuli for which a predictive association is made of a rewarding or aversive consequence, given the context including the person's goals. Feeling these emotions represents a way of experiencing the value of such a prediction, and to which extent it is positive or negative: prior valuation of the option. Similarly, feelings of satisfaction are an important element of retrospective valuation of what is experienced after behaviour has been chosen. This idea of value is the basis of current work on the neural basis of decision making processes and economic choice in neuroeconomics; e.g., [3, 4, 26, 29, 33] .
III. EMOTION CONTAGION IMPACT ON LEARNING
In this section it is discussed how in a social context a learner's process can be strengthened by the affective states of others. Affective states can play an important role as their occurrence in one person (a co-learner or tutor) can easily affect the same affective state in a learner, for example, for:
x the emotions related to valuations of behavioural options x feelings of satisfaction about effects of chosen behaviour x experiencing awareness of actions
In a social context, the idea of emotion-related valuing can be combined with recent neurological findings on the mirroring function of certain neurons (e.g., [19, 30] ). Mirror neurons are neurons that, in the context of the neural circuits in which they are embedded, show both a function to prepare for certain actions or bodily changes and a function to represent states of other persons. They are active not only when a person intends to perform a specific action or body change, but also when the person observes somebody else intending or performing this action or body change. Indeed, if states of others are affecting some of the person's own states that at the same time are connected via neural circuits to states that are crucial for the person's own feelings and actions, then this provides an effective mechanism for persons to fundamentally affect each other's actions and feelings. As mirror neurons make that some specific sensory input (an observed person) directly links to the relevant own preparation states, mirroring is a process that fully integrates mirror neuron activation states in the ongoing internal simulation processes. This includes expressing emotions in body states, such as facial expressions. Thus this mechanism of mirroring and internal simulation provides a neural basis for emotion contagion. Given the general principles described above, the mirroring function provides a mechanism by which emotions felt in different individuals about a certain considered behaviour mutually affect each other, and, assuming emotion-related valuing, in this way affect how by individuals behaviour options are valued. This means prior awareness of actions can be affected by emotion contagion. Similarly, mirroring can have an impact on retrospective awareness by affecting a feeling of satisfaction about consequences of chosen behaviour. Therefore, also retrospective awareness is affected by emotion contagion.
IV. ON THE ROLE OF REFLECTION IN LEARNING
It is widely accepted that reflection plays an important role in most learning processes; e.g., [24] . Reflection can take place with respect to multiple aspects of a learning process, for example, on the learned knowledge or behaviour itself, on emotions, on goals and motivation, or on the planning over longer time periods. Reflection on such different aspects contributes to an awareness of a personal and emotionally grounded experience for the learner. A learner is not meant to act in the learning process in a detached manner by a hardly conscious reactive pattern in response to environmental elements that happen to be offered over time. A learner should become aware of and experience ownership and responsibility for the own choices and actions. Reflection covers (mental) activities during a learning process that contribute to this. The learner's environment can stimulate such mental activities, for example, in the form of a tutor or coach asking specific questions that my provoke reflection, or a co-learner asking for explanation or displaying a specific emotion.
In the computational model contributed in this paper reflection is addressed for behaviour being learned, more specifically, for the behavioural choices made to address encountered situations. This reflection is expressed by awareness of different options and their valuations prior to choosing one of them (see Section 2), and (in retrospect) awareness of the valuing of the chosen option after a choice was made and executed. On the one hand this perspective is in line with Damasio's [9] notion of core consciousness, which is based on the feeling of emotions and noting how these emotions are associated to a situation or object. This approach fully integrates emotions and reflection. On the other hand it adopts the idea of multiple unconscious states and processes which occur in parallel and compete to become part of consciousness; see, for example, Dennett [10] 's multiple draft model, and Baars [1] 's Global Workspace Theory. The Global Workspace Theory was developed to describe how a single flow of conscious experience can result from a large multiplicity of parallel (unconscious) processes. The general idea is that a winnertakes-it-all competition takes place to determine which of these processes will get dominance and be included in the single flow of consciousness.
V. A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
In this section the computational model is proposed and described in detail; see Figure 1 for an overview. The model assumes a learning process where the learner encounters multiple items or situations over time for which decisions for an appropriate approach or behaviour have to be learned. Such learning processes are quite general; they occur in diverse contexts, varying, for example, from learning to address mathematics or physics problems by deciding for effective approaches, to learning to undertake appropriate actions in the context of developing a healthy lifestyle. The focus of the contributed model is on how emotions and social interactions affect this type of learning process.
A. Sensory representations and preparation states
For the model an encountered item is indicated in an abstract manner by a number of stimuli si. Note that these si may refer to multiple aspects and elements in reality, such as the elements of a mathematical problem description, or the different aspects of a context of a person in a healthy lifestyle development process. As a first step in the process, via the sensor states ss(si) the learner generates internal sensory representations srs(si) of the stimuli si indicating an encountered item. Such internal representations have associations (of different strengths) to preparation states prep(bk) for a number of alternative options bk for addressing the item, on which a decision has to be learned. In this decision making two further elements play an important role: the feeling state feel(bk) associated to the option, and the (reflective) awareness state ws(bk) for the option.
B. Associated feeling states
Before performing an action, feeling states feel(bk) for the options bk are affected by predictive as-if body loops (cf. 8, 9] ) via the sensory representation states srs(bk). This corresponds to the notion of internal simulation (as described in Section 2) that results in a degree of prior awareness regarding a prepared action and its expected outcome. The as-if body loop predicts this evaluation value prior to execution of an action and by this valuing provides an important impact on the decision to be made. This valuation depends on the strength of the feeling associated to this option, which is represented by the strength of the connection from preparation state prep(bk) to sensory representation srs(bk) for the option. After performing an action for bk, by an external execution loop the feeling state feel(bk) is affected as well via the effector state es(bk), expressing execution of option bk, the sensor state ss(bk) and the sensory representation state srs(bk). Through these sensory states the action result is observed, which plays the evaluative role of retrospective awareness. The evaluation value is represented by the activation level of ss(bk) which depends on the connection strength of the link from es(bk) to ss(bk). Connection strength 1 means maximal success of the chosen option (and strength 0 maximal failure) in satisfying the learner. In short, the feeling state combines the prior awareness of the predicted effect and the retrospective awareness of the sensed actual effect, thus complying with the findings by [25, 37] , as addressed in Section 2.
C. Hebbian learning
In the model the connection strengths of two types of connections are adapted by Hebbian learning [17] : from sensory representation state srs(si) to preparation state prep(bk) (adapting direct associations), and from preparation state prep(bk) to sensory representation state srs(bk) (adapting the associations to feelings). From a Hebbian perspective, strengthening of a connection over time may take place when both nodes are often active simultaneously ('neurons that fire together wire together'). The principle goes back to Hebb [17] , but has recently gained enhanced interest by more extensive empirical support and more advanced mathematical formulations (e.g., [13] ). As Hebbian learning depends on the activation levels of the connected states, a positive evaluation of a performed action has a positive effect on the learning, as in this case the sensory representation state srs(bk) gets a higher activation level. When by the Hebbian learning mechanism the connection strength from prep(bk) to srs(bk) has increased, this implies that for a next occasion when the item is encountered the valuing of the option before a decision is made will be higher. In addition, through srs(bk) and via the feeling state feel(bk), also the preparation state prep(bk) gets a higher activation value which via Hebbian learning increases the strength of the connection from sensory representation state srs(si) to preparation state prep(bk). In this way both the direct association between represented stimulus and preparation, and the association between preparation and feeling used for valuing are adapted during the learning process.
D. Reflection
The activation of an workspace state ws(bk) for an option bk results in a degree of awareness for this option, as a way of modelling reflection. Activation of a workspace state not only depends on the sensory representations srs(si) but also on the feeling state feel(bk) associated to the option and the active goals goal(gg) the person has. The connection between feeling and workspace state models the reflective influence of the state feel(bk). This way, the resulting awareness in the workspace is grounded in feeling an emotion, in line with [9] . Moreover, the workspace states for different options are in competition with each other due to mutual inhibiting connections, following the perspectives of [1, 10] discussed in Section 4. Purely reactive and other non-conscious responses to stimuli bypass the workspace states and are modeled by the direct links from goals and sensory representations to preparations. The workspace thus serves a similar function as the global workspace in Global Workspace Theory, where sensory representations can be passed on to the global workspace and a competition determines which content then becomes conscious; cf. [2] .
E. Impact of social interaction
The effects of social interaction have their basis in the fact that the learner senses the expression of options by others: some of the stimuli s for the learner are stimuli s(B, bk) that indicate expression states es(B, bk) for an option bk of another agent B. Such a specific type of stimulus indicates the extent to which option bk and their associated emotions are expressed by this agent B. For agents B in contact with the considered learner, these emotions are assumed to be sensed and represented by the learner using sensor states ss(s((B, bk)) and representation states srs(s(B, bk)). As a form of mirroring a representation state srs(s(B, bk)) for agent B's expressed option bk has impact on the agent's own preparation state prep(bk) for the same option via the connection between the representation state and preparation state; see also Section 3. By this connection the preparation state prep(bk) gets the same functionality as a mirror neuron: it is not only activated when the learner him or herself prepares for the action, but also when another agent performing the action is observed. As a second effect, in the model the sensory representation state srs(s(B, bk) ) for agent B's expression of the option bk also affects the awareness state ws(bk) for the option bk. This models a direct way in which interaction with another agent about an option stimulates to become (more) aware of the option. Thus the effect of social interaction on reflection is modelled in two ways: through the latter direct association, and through the mirroring process via the as-if body loop using the states prep(bk), srs(bk), and feel(bk). Modelling causal relations discussed in neurological literature in the manner as presented in previous sections and Fig. 1 does not take large numbers of specific neurons into consideration but uses more abstract mental states. By this abstraction neurological knowledge is lifted to a mental (cognitive/affective) modelling level. The type of learner model that results shows some technical elements also used in the neural modelling area. More specifically, it takes states as having a certain activation level in the interval [0, 1] (instead of binary states), which, for example, makes reciprocal cognitive/affective loops possible. The modelling approach exploits techniques used in continuous-time recurrent neural networks, in line with what is proposed in [6] . In particular, for a state causally affected by multiple other states, to obtain their combined impact, first the activation levels for these incoming states are weighted by the respective connection strengths Z thus obtaining ൌ Zǡ and then these values are combined, using a combination function ሺͳǡ ǤǤǡ ሻ. Note that such combination functions also play a role in the area of modelling imperfect reasoning, for example, based on fuzzy information. In this case, a combination function based on a logistic threshold function has been chosen:
with th(V, W, X) = (
For larger values of VW (e.g., >20) this is approximated by ሺVǡ Wǡ ሻ ൌ ଵ ଵା ష ሺ షഓሻ . Table 1 shows which impacts contribute to the value of the different states (as can also be observed from Fig. 1 ) at any time point t. 
F. Dynamics of activation levels of states
Using the above combination function, dynamics of the activation levels of states are described by:
Here <combined_impact_value> is the combined impact as specified in the last column of Table 1 . Note that Z(X, X) = 0 is assumed as a convenient notation. Parameter J is an update speed parameter.
G. Dynamics of connections based on Hebbian learning
For the connections from srs(si) to prep(bk) and from prep(bk) to srs(bk) their strengths are adapted using the following Hebbian learning rule, taking into account a maximal connection strength ͳ, a learning rate K, and an extinction rate ] (usually taken small):
A similar Hebbian learning rule can be found in [13, p. 406] . By the factor 1 -Z(prep(bk), srs(bk))(t) (resp. 1 -Z( srs(si), prep(bk))(t)) the learning rule keeps the connection strengths bounded by 1 (which could be replaced by any other positive number); Hebbian learning without such a bound usually provides instability. When the extinction rate is relatively low, the upward changes during learning are proportional to the activation levels of both connected states and maximal learning takes place when both are 1. Whenever one of these activation levels is 0 (or close to 0) extinction takes over, and the connection strength slowly decreases (unlearning).
VI. RESULTS OF SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
A variety of simulation experiments have been performed. Some observations on the dynamics of these simulations will be offered in this section. One scenario is selected and described in detail as an example of the workings of the model. This scenario involves two different learners in an environment in which they are presented with a repeated stimulus to which they have to learn the appropriate response. To what extend the response behaviour is appropriate or not is determined by feedback from the environment or a tutor. A learner will evaluate his or her action with this feedback: it is established by the weights that are given to the evaluative connection Z(es(bk), ss(bk)). In the simulation shown the model incorporates one environmental stimulus, a 'cue', where s 1 has activation level either 1 or 0. Stimulus s 1 has a direct link to sensor state ss(s1). This ss(s1) activates the relevant sensory representation srs(b1) and affects one or multiple goals. The goals, in turn, influence one or multiple states srs(si), ws(bk) and prep(bk). For reasons of clarity and simplicity, it is assumed that there exist two goals, goal(g1) and goal(g2), that correspond with two possible options the learner can execute in reaction to the stimulus. All other states (with the exception of srs(si) that corresponds to si) have instances that correspond to these two options, for example, there are two feeling states: feel(b1) that corresponds with a (positive) feeling for option 1, and feel(b2) that corresponds with a (positive) feeling for option 2. The model discussed focuses on the effects of collaborative learning in relation to the feelings associated with the options for responses. Several explorative simulation experiments were conducted to establish that the model is able to capture the dynamics between two learners with different reactions to a stimulus (e.g., with different goals or feelings associated with the stimulus). In these simulations, initially learner A is strongly inclined to respond to the stimulus with behaviour option 1, while learner B is somewhat inclined to respond with option 2. Option 1 is the highest externally valued option (the 'good' option). When the learners are learning together, they are able to observe each other's expressed effector states es(bk). These observations affect a corresponding srs(si) with si = s(B, bk) for learner B observed by learner A, similar to other stimuli. In turn these representation states reinforce or inhibit the preparations triggered by the stimulus. The main dynamics that can be derived from these explorative simulation experiments are: (1) When learning separately, learner A and B continue to respond with their preferred option. Learner A's feel(b1) increases caused by feedback from the environment, which leads to higher values for es(b1). Learner B however, will receive negative feedback on his/her preferred option 2, which causes his/her es(b1) levels to remain lower than those of A. (2) When learning together, due to the interaction with A, learner B will start to associate positive feelings with option 1. Learner B thus starts to perform suitable behaviour es(b1), stimulated by the activations levels of es(b1) of A. The stimulus continues to trigger prep(b2) in learner B, though they are inhibited by his activations levels for prep(b1).
(3) When learning together, even a learner who already tends to perform the right behaviour can benefit from social interactions. Learner A can improve because observing es(b1) of learner B can contribute to his/her prep(b1) and feel(b2).
These results show how learning with a partner can be beneficial to someone who is not able to learn the appropriate response on his or her own. A more specific scenario will investigate these dynamics in detail. The scenario is composed of three phases: phase 1 (time point 1 to 150, first two stimuli) in which two persons learn separately, phase 2 (time point 150 to 300, stimuli 3-5) in which they learn together, and phase 3 (time point 300 to 500, last two stimuli) in which they are separated again. One could imagine this kind of learning being the case when a tutor would observe that B is not learning the appropriate response on his own, and accordingly decides that B could benefit from interaction with learner A by putting them together for a while. Tables 2 and 3 show the connection weights and parameter settings used in this simulation. As is shown by the table, in this scenario a similar setting is used as described above, in which A has a strong predisposition towards option 1, and B a moderate predisposition towards option 2 (see e.g. the settings for Z(ss(si), goal(gg)), and for Z(srs(si), prep(bk)). Again, option 1 is the highest externally valued option. It is also assumed that learner B is fast to learn feelings that are associated with options, as displayed by the learning rate ] in Table 3 . As this simulation serves to demonstrate the dynamics of the learning process without unlearning, the extinction rate is kept at 0 here. Figure 2 shows the results of this simulation. During phase 1 (the green vertical lines delimit the phases), the occurrence of the stimulus affects ss(s1), which leads to a high activation level of goal(g1) for learner A, and somewhat increased activation for both goal(g1) and goal(g2) for learner B. It can be seen that although learner B's goal(g1), ws(b1), and prep(b1) states are somewhat activated, this will not result in any action execution (es(b1) stays low). The activation levels are too low and do not receive any stimulation from a positive feeling associated with the option. Learner A on the other hand does react to the stimulus by performing behaviour 1. Notice how feel(b1) steadily increases. In phase 2 the two learners are joined and thus the es(bi) become observable and serve as additional input for the leaners ss(si). Because of this, the goal(g1), ws(b1) and prep(b1) states for agent B become more strongly activated. This in turn strengthens Z(srs(s1), prep(b1)), as can be seen in the lower left of the figure. During this phase, both learners develop higher levels for feel(b1), which is reinforced by the increasing value of Z(prep(b1), srs(b1)) for prior awareness by internal simulation. The feelings have significant reflective effects on the goals, workspace states, and preparations of the learners and push these activation values to higher levels. At the end of phase 2, both learner A and B have high connection values for Z(srs(s1), prep(b1)) and Z(prep(b1), srs(s1)).
1
In phase 3, when the learners are separated again, these learned connections ensure that when the stimulus occurs, prep(b1) is activated and is associated with strongly positive feelings. The activation value of es(b1) for learner A is higher than it was in phase 1. Moreover, learner B now immediately responds with a high activation of es(b1), which shows that he/she has learned to respond correctly and is able to apply this on his/her own.
Although this section mainly focuses on one particular scenario, the model allows for the implementation of a very broad range of scenarios that include, for example, large groups of learners, different stimuli, or connection and parameter settings that reflect the different personalities and characteristics of heterogeneous learners. 1 Notice that because of the simultaneous activation of srs(s1) and prep(b2), learner B also strengthens Z(srs(s1), prep(b2)). However, this never leads to an activation of es(b2) because of the lack of positive valuation through retrospective awareness for this option.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper the role of affective states and social interactions in learning processes was addressed, based on recent insights from Cognitive, Affective and Social Neuroscience. A computational analysis was made of learning processes, integrating mechanisms for these processes, both from a learner him/herself and from others. The types of learning processes covered include learning to solve mathematics or physics problems and learning to perform activities supporting a healthy lifestyle. Example simulation experiments showed how these impacts strengthen the learning process.
The perspective followed here is in the same spirit of what is put forward in [20, 21, 22] . However, an important difference is that the latter literature is informal and rather general whereas in the current paper the ideas are more focused, formalised and analysed in a computational manner. More specifically, the computational model is based on formalisation of neurological knowledge of the following specific aspects and sources: Hebbian learning (e.g., [7, 13, 17] ), internal simulation (e.g., [8, 18, 25] ), interaction of emotion and cognition, and emotion-related valuing (e.g., [3, 4, 8, 9, 27, 34] ), awareness states and reflection (e.g., [1, 9, 10] ), and mirroring and social contagion of emotion (e.g., [19, 30] ). The basic learning model within the learner model uses the biologically plausible mechanism of Hebbian learning (e.g., [7, 17] ). On the one hand it includes elements of stimulus-response Figure 2 Simulation results for learning in three phases (time at the x-axis, activation value at the y-axis) association learning as known from the behaviourist tradition (e.g., [32] ), but provides a substantial extension of this by including on the other hand learning of emotionrelated valuing of action options. The latter type of learning opens up possibilities to integrate emotional elements in the learning process, and, moreover, of how these are affected by social contagion of emotions. Furthermore, the model incorporates a notion of awareness of actions as a basis for reflection. All these aspects are indeed illustrated by the presented learner model.
The simulation experiments show how emotionally grounded reflection can influence learning experience. To achieve these learning experiences in a (technologyenhanced) learning environment, enabling conditions are important. For example, in case the learners are not in the same room, suitable interaction media should be available that enable emotion exchange between peers, e.g., exchange of figurative language elements such as emoticons, a video connection enabling face expressions, or an audio connection to transfer emotion in someone's voice. Similarly, facilities are needed to enable the transfer of affective states and empathic understanding between tutor and learner; for a virtual agent coach, these facilities can exist for example of emotion recognition techniques and face expressions in a human-like and believable manner. The approach and computational model put forward in this paper provide support for the design and testing (in silico, by simulation) of technology-enhanced learning environments that enable and support emotions in individual and social learning contexts.
Due to space limitations only few simulation experiments were presented. A larger number of variations of such experiments for different types of situations and learning processes can be explored further. Also, the discussed model does not incorporate the complex dynamics between several kinds of feelings and their effect on reflective processes. This could be addressed in future work.
